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Old timers with their old Timers 

From the photoshoot Ian Crosy arranged for an article he did for Flyers World. 

 

From the Scribe: 
 

The weather has improved – marginally – and there have been a few more flying 

days. 

Not enough, though, to satisfy the craving. 

Recent activity has seen James and Andrew conduct field trials with their new 

Corsair, Crosy maiden the 96” Tomboy featured last month, and Ron Nichols 

pull one from the barn. A free-flighter now with radio. 

Cross winds are always a challenge for us, so that has meant not much in the way of large 

model flying.  

There have been a few long faces when things haven’t gone right and a few smiles when they 

have. 

The rally is just around the corner. In fact, next weekend. I’ve been following the long-range 

forecast for some time. It has varied almost daily, between fantastic and outright miserable. 

Guess we will only know on the day! 

 

See you at the strip sometime. 

 

 

Cheers, 

Steve 

The monthly newsletter of the 

Kapiti Aeromodellers Club 
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Show us yours! 
Last month we featured a very young and handsome Neil Upton. 

This month we feature another founding member of the club, Mike Tucker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Photo shows Michael Tucker at home in Ashburton in August 1959 aged 14 years 

 holding two Control Line (C/L) models. 

 

The smaller one on the left is a Keilkraft Skystreak 40, powered by a very popular motor at that 

time, the ED Racer, which was a 2.46cc (0.15 cu in) diesel. 

The larger model is a McCoy .35 ‘Red Head’ powered Thunderbird. These engines cost about 

three pounds each which was quite cheap even at that time, but you got what you paid for; 

they screamed their heads off for about five hours (if you were lucky!) by which time they were 

generally worn out. Arrival of the early OS .35’s gave C/L fliers their first decent, powerful and 

long-lasting engines.  

The Thunderbird model was designed and flown by one of the top C/L stunt pilots of that era, 

American Bob Palmer. 

I scaled up and drew plans for my Thunderbird from a small three view drawing in an 

‘Aeromodeller’ magazine. This model didn’t last long!! When proper plans became available, I 

built a new Thunderbird which coupled with an OS .35 gave me many happy hours of flying.  

 

Modelling in the 50’s and early 60’s wasn’t as straightforward as today because import 

restrictions applied to lots of goods including model aeroplane necessities. Model shops only 

received limited allocations of ‘stuff’ two or three times a year so there was a mad rush to grab 

what you needed when this happened.  

Sending overseas for an item was more trouble than it was worth; a few tried it but more often 

than not their goods never arrived.  

However, everybody made do and had a good time. 

 

How lucky modelers are these days with the seemingly endless ‘stuff’ that is available 

worldwide by simply clicking a mouse! 

 

Mike Tucker 

 

Would appreciate some more for this column. 
I know theres a few of you out there. (Crosy/Colin to name a couple) 



Rally 2020 
 

Hi All 

By now you will all be aware that our Rally is next weekend – 7th and 8th March. 

 

For some reason a lot of our members 

mysteriously disappear around this time of year 

and we see very few at the rally. Several years 

back, rallies in general were very well supported 

by visitors and our own members tended not to fly 

so that the visitors could spend more time in the 

air. In more recent years the number of outside 

visitors has dropped off considerably. There are 

plenty of reasons for this and I won’t go there, but 

it’s just the way it is. 

 

We usually get good attendance from the public 

and it’s a great opportunity to showcase our 

hobby, entertain the public and introduce them to 

model aircraft. With a bit of luck, we may even get a new member enquiry or two. Although we 

still encourage and make the visitors day as pleasant as we can, we would also like as many of 

our own members to come along and have a fly. 

 

The landing fees are only $5 per day and seeing that the club fees have been waived for our 

25th Anniversary, there’s no financial excuse. The burgers are the best value south of Taupo 

and we’ve even streamlined the free model inspection process. Sounds like a pretty good deal 

to me. 

 

So… please give it some thought, nothing worse for the public than to come and watch a 

model show and then find there are very few planes to see. Not a good impression of the club. 

 

Look forward to seeing you there--- Oh yes, we’ve ordered good weather!! 

 

Cheers  

Don 

 

 
March Club Night 
We have a documentary on the Shuttleworth Collection at Old 
Warden. 
Some of us have visited there and Ian spoke about it one night, 
but this will give a much better perspective.  
 
 

April Club Night: 
AGM 

 

 

Am looking for ideas for club night activities. 

Know a good speaker? Have something interesting to 

show? 

Any ideas appreciated. 

 



 

Ron’s a happy chappy 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The EROS plan was acquired 70 odd years ago and built by Ron. In those days tissue and silk 

was the covering.  A successful free flight was made and was aloft for some time. It went into 

storage and came out the worse for wear. Now recovered by Ron in iron on material and some  

50 – 60 years after the first flight, it has been successfully maidened by John Miller with 

assistance by John Ellison and flies beautifully with Electric power on a 3 cell 2200 battery.  

Ron took the Tranny for a while and did very well. No more trekking over the fields for free flight 

recovery as in the old days!. We have to fast track Ron’s wings badge! 

 

John Ellison 

 

Field Trials for the mighty Corsair. 
 
 

 

It did want to fly, but wasn’t 

allowed! 

I’m super impressed with the 

redundancy built into this model.  

 



February Club Night 
February club night featured a talk from Brian Mercer of 

metservice. 

Very informative it was too. 

 

Brian is originaly from Ireland and been in NZ for some 10 

years. 

Brian explained the weather patterns we get, the ghastly 

South Easterly, why the problems in forecasting in the 

Cook Straight area, the myriad of terms used and the 

challenges of forecasting. He explained the use of 

computer modelling and the fact that programmes like 

Windfinder are American based and their sample is really 

too course for our area of existence. 

 

Brian was suitably thanked and went on 

his way with more than he arrived with. 

A couple of bottles  

 

 

 
 

Philip Avonds Scale Jets F-15C Eagle 

by 

Paul Buckrell 
 

 
 

Philip Avonds was the first person to win an international scale modelling competition with his 

1/9 scale F-15C powered with two 0.46 cu in two stroke motors driving two fans. Later the O.S. 

91 VRDF with tuned pipe and Dynamax fan combo was used and that powered my first Avonds 

kit about 20 years ago. My first F-15 had a composite fuselage and foam cored, balsa sheeted 

wings, fins and stabilators all finished in glass cloth and resin. The model flew well once on 

step but wallowed into the air on take-off.  Then along came auto-start turbines and I converted 



from ducted fan to turbine, not an easy task as the intakes had to be cut out and replaced and 

areas strengthened. I had a JetCat P120 that went into a bifurcated pipe. In those days the 

turbine spool-up time was seconds so once a landing was set up one was committed; it was 

not possible to power up and do a go-around. That model eventually got stripped out and Rob 

Whalley in New Plymouth took it over. 

Later, Philip produced a full composite version of his F-15C keeping it 1/9 scale to have 

another crack at winning the World Jet Masters. This model was a big improvement in many 

areas: 8 scale landing gear doors, scale rotating retracts and many scale options including 

rudders, flaps, strut details, wheel covers, dorsal airbrake, opening canopy, scale details like 

pitot tubes and grilles. There are no external control rods, the stabilator, rudder and flap 

surfaces are all internally controlled. (The model does not have ailerons but has a delta mix on 

the stabilators). I bought one of these, added the rudder control and put a lighting system in. It 

also had wing ordnance built up off plans with AIM 9 missiles and a belly tank to hold diesel for 

the smoke system.  It was finished in the scheme of the 1st TFW Wing Commander’s aircraft 

based at Langley AFB in the early 1990s. The model was lost after a flameout that I did not 

hear at Hood aerodrome because there was a 2-stroke screaming its head off in the pits 

behind me. That model was insured and I was paid out in full after taking AMP to the small 

claims court. One fin, both stabilators, the scale exhausts, wing ordnance and a few other bits 

were salvaged.  The P120 turbine was rebuilt at the factory as a P120SE that has a much 

faster spool up and down. 

Years later two things happened: 

• I was contacted by email by Col. Robert Corson (rtd) who was the Operations 

Commander for the 1st TFW and had 2,000 hours on the Eagle. He had seen my model 

on the internet and was complimentary. 

• Someone in the USA was hunting for a FiberClassics MiG29 of which only 100 were 

produced and asked if I was prepared to sell mine. His offer was too good to pass up in 

that I could buy three Avonds F-15 kits for what I got for the MiG-29. 

So, then my thoughts turned to the fact Philip Avonds is not getting any younger and before 

long he would be shutting up shop. I placed an order for another all composite F-15C with all 

scale options and have been building it for about a year. Although described as an ARF, the 

manuals fill a 2” thick binder. 

Lessons learned from the first model were incorporated into the current build.  I had 

experienced momentary loss of directional control immediately after take-off that was attributed 

to signal blocking at 2.4GHz due to the turbine and stainless-steel bifurcated pipe shielding the 

receiver antennas in the nose.  The solution was to put a second receiver at the rear of the 

cockpit spine so an antenna would always be visible to the transmitter. So now the two 

receivers needed to be combined as did the dual receiver batteries. Philip uses Ultra-Precision 

valves controlled by a servo to control the gear doors and retracts. As some of you know I’ve 

grown fond of gyros. So, all together I opted for a PowerBox Mercury as the electronic heart of 

the model. It does servo matching of the rudders and flaps from one channel each, combines 

the receiver signals onto 15 outputs so that everything except lighting system ON/OFF is 

duplicated, gives dual battery control, all gear and door sequencing and 3 axis gyro control of 

the delta mixed tailerons.  One very smart box of tricks that has a big learning curve associated 

with it.  The only physical place to put it is in the nose forward of the cockpit so all plugs must 

be inserted blind by touch.  Although a Category 1 model, it is equipped radio-wise as a 

Category 2 model.  

The lighting system consists of fin lights, wing navigation lights, blinking wing anti-collision 

lights, landing and taxi lights. I sourced that to my spec from Dan Gill at Details4Scale, a 

company that has now disappeared. I tried all sorts with a Futaba FAAST receiver to get the 

lighting system to work as specified with emails to and from Dan with no success. So, I left it 

alone for a while as one does. Then one night while drifting off to sleep I had the thought that 

using a different modulation method may make a difference. Next morning, I hooked up a 

FAASTest receiver and bingo everything worked as specified.  

On my previous model it had always been a problem to get the gear up cleanly without getting 

tangled up in the main gear doors.  The retracts are custom units produced for Avonds by 

Robart. I’ve had great experience with electric retracts in my Xcalibur plus so asked Philip if 



Robart did an electric version for him.  The answer was ‘strictly speaking no, but I’ll see what I 

can do with my mill over the weekend.”  The outcome is that I have electric retracts and have 

learned from the test flights to set the controller DIP switches to Type B to increase the 

overload current cut-out point.  The right hand main was set on Type A and rarely went up 

cleanly. I added Robart airline restrictors into the pneumatic door circuits so that they don’t 

slam open and closed. 

It is not possible to buy a cockpit kit for a 1/9 scale F-15C anymore. Nauwa in Sweden used to 

make one but that company went out of business. All I had from one of their kits was the two 

side panels of switches etc. The idea of a cockpit deck and pilot bust in such a scale model is a 

repulsive concept so I asked Philip if he had any drawings. He did, so I was able to make a 

cockpit tub, ejection seat and front panel. The tub is plywood, the ejection seat is Evergreen 

styrene sheet and shapes, the pilot is from Aviation Design in France with the head and French 

helmet surgically removed and an American head/helmet from eBay epoxied on.  The new 

head/helmet is metal and weighs more than the body!  The front instrument panel uses screen 

grabs from F-15C documents on the internet cleaned up in CorelDraw and printed. 1/9 scale is 

too small to worry about bezels.  James Farrow designed and printed a HOTAS stick for me to 

complete the cockpit.  The tub is held in with two hatch latches and the front panel and ejection 

seat with pilot glued to it are held in with rare earth magnets, all necessary to give access to 

the front radio tray and PowerBox. 

I’m hopeless at painting and don’t want to make the investment in a big compressor and spray 

guns. Customs Bodyshop in Upper Hutt prepped and painted the model. I inspected it after it 

was primed (Philip’s moulds are worn in places after so many years of production) and a few 

small areas were corrected.  Then the colours were applied in accordance with the U.S. Air 

Force Compass Ghost two-tone grey scheme followed by a gloss clear coat and weathering.  

At that point I brought the model home for three intensive days of applying hundreds of decals 

before the model was given two coats of satin clear to finish it. 

Final fitout involved assembly into the model of sub-assemblies, connecting pneumatic lines, 

servo cables, programming and a myriad of small jobs.  132g of lead shot was needed in the 

tail to achieve correct C of G. 

The model was inspected as a Category 1 model by Harvey Stiver in Hastings and the 5 test 

flights were performed by Andrew Stiver at Awatoto. It now has a Permit to Fly. 

Philip is currently producing his last F-15C composite kit for a customer in the UK and two 

Fouga Magister kits. After that there will be no more kits but he will provide spares such as 

clear canopies. 

 

 
Tomboy on Steroids! 
 
Update: 
Winner of the Chocolate Bar:  
Alastair Haussmann 
Runner up and only other member with sharp 
eyes: 
Ross Monk! 

Model has been completed and recently 
maidened. 

       Another superbly finished model from Ian 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

Get that rally 

date in your 

diaries now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Join us and visit the P.North Aeromeers fly in. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Steve 

 


